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Introduction 

Welcome to the explanation of and instructions to preparing and ingesting content into 
the Gray Digital Preservation Repository (Gray Repo). The Gray Repo is a "dim digital 
preservation archive" that provides no public access, and limited curatorial access to 
the University Libraries' digital objects stored within. This is in contrast to a "light 
archive" which provides public access, such as Digital Collections, or a "dark archive" 
which only allows custodial access. The Gray Repo allows for curatorial deposit and 
retrieval, but no direct patron access. It is much more akin to a physical archival storage 
facility, much like our Book Depository, where items are stored on shelves in a 
regulated and well managed manner, appropriately described in conformance with 
accepted standards, however the public, and unvetted personnel are not allowed to 
wander the stacks. The Gray Repo is built utilizing Fedora, an open source digital 
preservation solution, that has been installed in an Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
platform. 

There are six (6) basic steps for preparing and ingesting the content that are also 
illustrated in Figure 1: 

• File Manifest, Characterization and Checksums 
• PII Identification 
• Bagging 
• Ingest 
• Finding Aid Linkage 
• Local “Administrative Dashboard” 



 
Figure 1: Gray Digital Preservation Repository Ingest Workflow Diagram 

  



Ingest Information Set Up 

A Note About File Names 
For the purposes of this overall ingest workflow we need to have file names that are 
either camel-case or uses an underscore (_) as a spacer; the use of periods or dots (.) 
can produce unwanted results with some of the tools. Additionally, for reports that you 
generate and save, you will want include the accession ID. All files that are generated 
and to be saved during the ingest workflow should be prefixed with the accession ID. 
Below are some examples: 

• CamelCase.xxx 
o UA20150148DROIDReport. xlsx 

• Under_score.xxx 
o UA20150148_droid_report. xlsx 
o UA_2015_0148_droid_report. xlsx 

• Camel_Case_Underscore.xxx 
o UA20150148_DROID_Report. xlsx 
o UA_2015_0148_DROID_Report. xlsx 

While there are options, choose a method and be consistent. 

Ingest Documentation Folder 
Throughout this workflow we will be generating documentation about the folders and 
files that will be ingested into the Gray Repo. We need to create a new folder within 
the root folder of every accession that you will process to collect this information. To 
that end create a folder that follows this pattern:  

• “_AccessionID_Ingest_Documentation”  
o _UA20150148_ Ingest_Documentation 
o _UA_2015_0148_ Ingest_Documentation 







File Manifest, Characterization and Checksums 

The first step in analyzing and processing our digital content for ingest into the Gray 
Digital Preservation Repository is to create a file manifest or list, allowing us to quantify 
the accession, determine what file formats we have and generate checksums for each 
file. We will utilize a digital forensics tool, DROID, developed by The National Archives 
for the United Kingdom. 

The file manifest provides detail in regards to how many folders and files we have, 
along with allowing us to quantify the size of the accession and ingest. A listing of the 
folders provides potential insight into the context of the records, and could be used to 
augment the finding aid. With the appropriate settings selected, DROID can examine 
and list the content in zipped file containers. 

DROID generates a checksum for each file, essentially a digital fingerprint that can be 
utilized for future authentication, as well as determining if we have duplicate files. 
Should a file set indicate a significant number of duplicates, contact the Digital 
Preservation Department for assistance in de-duplicating the file set; we have 
additional tools that can assist in this process. 

Further, DROID’s core purpose is to conduct a file format characterization analysis, 
identifying not only file formats and which version they are, but can also identify file 
extension/file type mismatches. It provides linkage to PRONOM, an on-line database 
about file formats and their supporting software, for deeper analysis if warranted. 

Finally, as noted in the previous section, the output from the DROID analysis will be 
kept within the Local Administrative Dashboard, and can be shared with 
patrons/researchers as a first look at the records prior to them being retrieved from the 
Gray Repo. 

DROID  
 DROID (Digital Record Object IDentification) as previously noted is a file 
format identification tool developed by The National Archives UK. It 
additionally allows us to create a files manifest and generates checksums for 

fixity and de-duplication purposes. DROID has been installed on the Remote Desktop 
at C:\Program Files\DROID. When you use it for the first time, you will want to set up a 
desktop shortcut. 































PII-Review 

This section provides step-by-step instructions to identify potential personally 
identifiable information (PII) for content that is destined for the Gray Digital 
Preservation Repository (Gray Repo). The PII that we will be targeting are social 
security numbers (SSNs) and credit card numbers (CCNs). For University Archives 
records being accessioned, credit card numbers may include BuckIDs, which are similar 
to credit cards; however, based upon the University’s protocols for handling PII, as well 
as the age and nature of these records, we are not likely to find BuckIDs among the 
records. The process described herein provides for the preparation of digitized content 
(tiff, jpg, image only pdf, etc.) for PII scanning, along with the scanning of text-readable 
born digital content. 

We will utilize a combination of tools to make static image digitized content text-
readable via optical character recognition (OCR), and subsequently identify PII. We will 
use an app, Quick PDF-OCR (aka Fast OCR), developed by Terry Reese, Head of Digital 
Initiatives that utilizes Tesseract and ABBYY FineReader (ABBYY) to conduct the OCR, 
and Bulk Extractor to identify PII. 

While this combination of tools and processes may be run on one’s local laptop or 
workstation, due to current licensing limitations for ABBYY, the University Libraries has 
setup a dedicated machine for these purposes, which can be accessed via Remote 
Desktop.  

NOTE: If the record set being accessioned and/or transferred to the Gray Repo does not 
have PDFs or image files, it is unnecessary to conduct the OCR step. Depending upon 
the size of the accession, one may simply review the file set, or for larger collections 
review the previously generated DROID report or csv. 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
Static image digitized content is not text-readable, therefore 
the PII identification tool, Bulk Extractor, cannot successfully 
scan and identify potential PII located within these digital 

objects. This may also be true for born digital PDFs of unknown creation processes. We 
will utilize Quick PDF-OCR to provide a semi-automated approach that allows us to 
conduct optical character recognition on a set of nested folders, co-locating the 
resultant output with the original files.  



We considered two approaches for OCR output: creation of a searchable text (.txt) file, 
or a searchable PDF. The searchable text file provides a lighter-weight and smaller 
footprint within our digital preservation repositories; while the PDF option allows us to 
produce a redactable ready PDF. We have chosen the former, searchable text option, to 
be our default; whereas if that initial PII analysis indicates a significant level of potential 
exposure, we may redo the operation to create the redactable PDFs. Further, if there 
are compelling reasons to believe the corpus would have the potential for significant 
exposure/and or a need for searchable PDFs the latter option may be the more prudent 
choice. Should that be the case please contact the Digital Preservation Department for 
assistance.  

Launch Quick PDF-OCR application 

Once you are connected to the Remote Desktop, click on the Windows Menu button, 
find and open the Quick PDF-OCR application in the Quick-Start menu on the left, or if 
you have pinned it to the Start-up Tiles (Quick PDF-OCR Figure 1). Alternatively, if you 
have placed a shortcut on the desktop (renamed from batchocr_fast.exe to Quick PDF-
OCR in the below examples), it can be launched from there (Quick PDF-OCR Figure 2). 

 
Quick PDF-OCR Figure  1: Desktop with Start launcher and Quick PDF-OCR selected 



 
Quick PDF-OCR Figure 2: Select Quick PDF-OCR (fast_ocr) icon on Desktop 

Select content to be OCR’d 
• Once Quick PDF-OCR has launched, click on folder icon to locate the content 

you would like to have processed. 

 
Quick PDF-OCR Figure 3: Folder selection 















 
Bulk Extractor Figure 2a: Run bulk_extractor via Tool pulldown menu 

 
Bulk Extractor Figure 2b: Run Bulk Extractor via gear/arrow icon 

 
Bulk Extractor Figure 3: Bulk Extractor Parameters 

















Bagging 

This section provides step-by-step instructions to package digital content that is 
destined to be uploaded into the Gray Digital Preservation Repository (Gray Repo or 
Gray Repo) using the Library of Congress’ Bagger software. Bagger uses the BagIt 
specification with a graphical user interface (GUI) rather than command line input. This 
version will also allow for individualized profiles to be created, applying specific and 
consistent metadata about the bagged content, based on the uploading needs of the 
content stewards. 

Bagger is a Java based software, and therefore Java needs to be installed on one’s local 
laptop or workstation to run it. Due to the time and effort required to install this on each 
computer, the University Libraries has set up a dedicated machine for this purpose, 
which can be accessed via Remote Desktop. 

Bagger/BagIt 
The BagIt specification and Bagger software are designed to support the 
packaging, storage, and transfer of digital content using a “bag” that is a single 
top-level folder that includes the folders/files to be transferred and stored in 

the Gray Repo, along with metadata created during the bagging process. It can be 
created as a standard folder or in a compressed format such as ZIP or TAR. At this 
point in time, we will not be compressing the files.  

The main components of a bag are the (see Bagger Figure 1): 

• top level folder 
• payload “data” folder which contains all the files and folders being bagged 
• bag metadata files: 

o bag-info.txt, which includes the metadata created within the profile along 
with the payload oxum (a combination of the overall file size and number 
of files) and the bag size 

o bagit.txt, which indicates what version of BagIt was used along with the 
character encoding 

o manifest-sha256.txt, which included a file-by-file manifest of all files 
within the data folder along with a checksum;  

o tagmanifest-sha256.txt, which includes checksums for the bag-info.txt, 
bagit.txt and manifest-sha256.txt files 















Adding a Payload 
• In the upper right corner of the Payload section, click the green plus (+) button to 

add the folder(s) file(s) you wish to bag. 

 
Bagger Figure 12: Adding folders and files to Payload 

• This will open a dialog window, allowing you to navigate to the folder of material 
you want to add. Once you find the folder of content you want to bag, select 
Open. 

 
Bagger Figure 13: Adding folders and files to bag 



• We now see that the data folder in the Payload section is now populated with 
the folder you selected 

 
Bagger Figure 14: Bagger's Payload section with data folder populated with folders and files 

Adding Bag-Info 
• Next you will need to complete the metadata for the bag in the Bag-Info section 

o Default fields 
 Profile Name  
 Source-organization 

o Required fields will be indicated by a red “R” 
o Other common fields will include 

 Accession Number (or collection identifier) 
 Access Restrictions; chosen from a pull-down menu 

• Open/Public 
• Restricted/Confidential 
• Not Yet Known 
• Contains Some Confidential Records 

 
Bagger Figure 15: Access Restrictions pull-down menu 

 Bag creator 
o Other fields as required 

 e.g. Record Group for University Archives 
o Other optional fields 

 e.g. Date(s) of records 





















 
Ingest Figure 2: Identify and Copy bag 

• Copy that file. 
• Navigate back to the temporary folder you created in the  bucket and paste 

the bag. 
• Next all the “magic” happens in the background.  
• You can check to see if the ingest is progressing at: 

o Production Environemnt: .  
o Training Environment: contact Digital Preservation Department 







Finding Aid Linkage 

How will our patrons/researchers/users know that we have these records preserved 
and available for their research? First, as per standard University Libraries accessioning 
procedures an accession record will be created within Archivist Toolkit or PastPerfect 
depending upon the collecting unit. In reviewing a finding aid the user will know that 
these records exist. The curatorial staff will know where to retrieve them as the 
FedoraID will be included in the record. 

Archivist Toolkit 
The Archival Technical Services Department has created a field within Archivist Toolkit 
to record the FedoraID. It is located in the “User defined fields” tab. 

 
Finding Aid Figure 1: FedoraID field in Archivists Toolkit 

PastPerfect 
NOTE: This section UNDER CONSTRUCTION. 

The Billy Ireland Cartoon Library and Museum utilizes PastPerfect for its 
accessioning records. The Digital Preservation Department will develop a procedure in 
consultation with their staff. 

Retrieval 
When a user/patron/researcher indicates to the curatorial staff that they would like to 
view records stored in the Gray Repo, the curatorial staff can refer to the finding aid or 
the Gray Repo Admin Console to identify the appropriate FedoraID to retrieve. Further, 
they should determine if there are any PII restrictions that need to be dealt with prior to 
providing copies to the user/patron/researcher. 











Files Maintained Locally 
As noted in the Ingest Documentation Folder section above, the files located in the 
_AccessionID_Ingest_Documentation folder will be copied and maintained in the Local 
Administrative Dashboard: 

• AccessionID.droid 
o Maintained for digital preservation administrative purposes 

• AccessionID_debug_file.txt (if necessary) 
o Maintained for processing provenance purposes 

• AccessionID_DROID_Report.pdf 
o Maintained for digital preservation administrative purposes 

• AccessionID_DROID_Report.xlsx or AccessionID_DROID_Report.csv 
o Sharable with potential patrons/users/researchers as a first line of 

research before files are downloaded 
• AccessionID_[FedoraID].txt 

o Maintained for digital preservation administrative and processing 
provenance purposes 

• AccessionID_pii.txt 
o If personally identifiable information had been discovered, this allows 

curatorial staff to pinpoint what may need to be redacted 
• AccessionID_ReadMe_YYYYMMDD.txt 

o Maintained for digital preservation administrative and processing 
provenance purposes 

These files will be held within the _DashboardFiles folder within the LIB Digital 
Preservation>Gray Repo Teams Channel. This folder has been sub-divided with folders 
for the various collecting units within University Libraries. If an area is not represented 
please contact Digital Preservation to have it added. 







Data Maintained in Gray Repo Admin Console 
We will be maintaining a limited amount of administrative data in a Microsoft List to 
assist both the curatorial and digital preservation staff. There are eleven (11) required 
data elements, along with an optional Notes field: 

• Required 
o Bag: The bag file name sans the “.zip”. 
o Unit: The responsible collecting unit/area within University Libraries. It is 

a controlled vocabulary, radio button choice 
o Collection: Name of the collection the accession is part of. 
o AccessionID 
o FedoraID 
o PII Restrictions: A radio button selection of “Yes” or “None Found” 
o #files: the number of files derived from the Payload-Oxum 
o Bits: the number of bits derived from the Payload-Oxum 

 Bytes, KBs, MBs, GBs and TBs are calculated and stored from this 
number 

o Ingest Documentation: a link to the ingestion documentation folder; for 
simplicity the alternative text should be “Files”  

o Ingest Date 
o Ingested by 

• Optional:  
o Notes: While this is a free-form multi-line text field, for consistency use 

the following formula for entering notes. 
 YYYYMMDD: [initials of commenter; e.g. DN for Dan Noonan] 

comments/notes (e.g. 20231201: [DN] This is the Notes field.) 
 
There are two ways to interact with Microsoft Lists: 

• within the Teams channel (either in the desktop app or online) in the navigation 
bar “Gray Repo Admin Console” 











• Whereas the interface in Lists within Microsoft 365 is more of a portrait 
orientation that required you to scroll to complete the process. 

 
Local Administrative Dashboard Figure 16a: Data entry screen in Lists within Microsoft 365 

 
Local Administrative Dashboard Figure 16b: Data entry screen in Lists within Microsoft 365 



• In either interface, there are explanatory notes for each field except for “Bag,” 
which once again is he bag file name sans the “.zip”. 

o e.g. UA20150148_bag.zip become UA20150148_bag in the Bag field 

 
Local Administrative Dashboard Figure 177: Data entry comments/instructions in Lists within Teams 

• NOTE: Every now and then Lists can have a synching hiccup where the item is 
not saved and will have to be re-entered. I have encountered this in both 
versions of Lists. So as a last step, just make sure the entry is in Lists after you 
have saved it. 

What to do with files post-ingest 

Now that we have successfully ingested these files into the Gray Repo, as well as 
established administrative control through the manifests and other files maintained in 
the _DashboardFiles folders, data in the Local Admin Console and linkages to the 
finding aid, what do we do with the original files and local bag? Keep in mind the ingest 
process has us essentially doubling the local storage space by creating the bag. Simply 
put, we need to practice good records and file management hygiene, and get rid of 
them in a timely fashion. To that end we need to: 

• Rename original files folder: Initially, post-ingest rename the folder with the 
original files, ingest documentation and the bag in the following manner 
AccessionID_Ingested_YYYYMMDD (e.g. UA20150148 becomes 
UA20150148_Ingested_20240112). This provides an additional visual cue that 
we have completed action with the content contained within the accession. 
What do we mean by post-ingest? Having successfully received the FedoraID 
text, copied appropriate files to the _DashboardFiles folder, and transcribed the 
necessary data into the Admin Console. 



• Delete:  
o  Bucket: Once you confirmed ingest is complete, have received the 

FedoraID text and copied it to the _AccessionID_Ingest_Documentation 
folder, delete the ingest subfolder in the  Bucket. If something does go 
wrong with the ingest, you will need to re-copy the bag into the  
Bucket anyhow. 

o Original files and bag: Initially, we suggest deleting the original file set and 
bag no later than two (2) weeks after ingest and receipt of the FedoraID 
text file. As we mature with the system we may shrink that window.  



Resources 

• Bagger 
o Bagger GUI User Guide (v  August 2021; State of North Carolina, 

Department of Natural and Cultural Resources) 
• Bulk Extractor (GitHub site) 

o User Manual (v1.4 March 23, 2015; Jessica R. Bradley and Simson L. 
Garfinkel) 

• DROID: file format identification tool 
o DROID: User Guide (September 2023; National Archives UK) 

• Fedora 
• PRONOM 
• Sustainability of Digital Formats: Planning for Library of Congress Collections 

 




